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Mr. Norm's Garage brings back a notorious package 
TEXT AND IMAGES BY RICHARD TRUESDELL 

It only took 40 years but 
now you can buy your 
own version of the car 

that never was, an M-Code 440-powered 
1971 SuperStockOodgeDemonorapro 
touring ve<sion updated with a modem
day 6.1-liter Hemi. 

Throughout the 1960s, Chrysler forged 
a successful synergy between its racing 
activities and what ii sold in Plymouth and 
Dodge showrooms. As much as any of its 
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competitors, ii subscribed to the dictum 
of "Win on Sunday, sell on Monday." This 
idea focused on both the intermediate 
B-Bodies-Belvede<es, Savoys, Satellites 
and GTXs for Plymouth, Coronets and 
Chargers for Dodge - and the lighter 
A-Bodies - Valiant and Duster for 
Plymouth, Dart and Demon for Dodge -
which were represented in various forms 
of competition. 

When the factory wasn't •fast 

enough." dealers would create special 
packages for added power, and when 
it came to Dodge performance, no 
one was better at this than Chicago's 
Grand-Spaulding Dodge and its prince 
of performance, Norm Kraus, aka the 
legendary Mr. Norm. 

Indeed, when it came to A-Body 
performance, Mr. Norm wrote the book. 
The introduction of the Dart GSS (for 
Grand-Spau1ding Special) in 1967 started 

ii, a Dart that was equipped with a 
383 big block. As a result, Dodge 
was able to beat Plymouth to the 
marketplace with a 383 A-Body, 
a plan already in motion for the 
Barracuda aided by Ar1en Vanke. 

This quiver was added to in 1968 
when the 383 design was replaced by 
a 440 after the Grand-Spaulding Dodge 
service department proved it possible; 
Mr. Norm subsequently followed up 
that development with an order for 50 
cars which were hand-built by Hurst• 
Campbell, hornologating them for NHRA 
Super Stock legality. Terrifyingly fast and 
nose-heavy, each of the 440 GSS Darts 
was serialized with the 440HP •M" code 
in the VIN, and they are among the rarest 
•production" Mopar musclecars. They 
are not to be confused with the factory
built 440 M-Code Darts that followed 
for 1969; only Norm had the '68s. For 
around $3,000, you could drive off the 
showroom Hoorand, with traction, could 
run consistently in the 12s; only the 
advent of the Hemi versions took them 
out of the spotlight. 

By the time the 1971 model year 
rolled around, Chrysler's performance
fueled brain trust in Highland Park, led 
by Tom Hoover, was ready for an encore 
to the hugely-successful 1968 Hemi 
Darts (they and their sister Plymouths 
had just required an NHRA rules change 
that moved them up as the exclusive 
machines in the SS/A and SS/AA 
classes). To showcase Dodge's latest 
offering, the fastback Demon, Hoover 
decided an invasion of the NHRA SS/ 

CA (then province of the COPO Camaros 
and '65 A990 Mopars) was in order. As 
outlined in an internal memo dated 
November 3, 1970, the 50 cars (NHRA's 
minimum for legality) stated that, in number 2402322) and valve locks (part 
Hoover's terminology, "these jobs would number 2403312). For induction, it was a 
be built along the lines of the 1968 Dart cross-ram - a 2402332 intake manifold 
GTS model; that is a Demon sport coupe and offset Carter 3705S carburetors 
with a modified 440 wedge engine and • (Mopar part number 2463977). 
transmission." After adapting the engine to the 

That440wouldbeamodifiedV-code car using a motor-mount change, all 
(Six Pack) engine, with a Max Wedge exampleswerescheduledforthebeefler 
breathing system up on top. This was G-Series version of the A727 TorqueFlite 
a special 2406517 machined head with {the memo makes note of the fact that 
a 2406518 head casting (assigned part in late 1970 Chrysler had about 50 
number 2406736). For high rpm heat, Super Stock transmissions available). 
OEM Six Pack stuff would replaced by This would be backed by a 440-spec 
maximum service exhaust valves (part prop shaft with 7290 universal joints, the 
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7290 rear universal joint flange, and a 
tight-geared standard 8¾ differential (no 
stick cars, remembe(), The car would be 
upgraded with a larger D-$eries A-Body 
radiator used for 383-equipped cars, and 
a special steel hood with a functional 
scoop was specified. On the inside, 
A-100 Bostrum lightweight seats were 
specified along with "Swiss CheeSe" seat 
brackets and a "Business Coupe" trim 
panel replacing the rear seat. 

Unfort\Jnately, NHRA did not like the 
idea. Penciled in the margin of David 
Hakim's only existent copy of NHRA's 
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reply, Tech Director Jack Hart factored 
the package at 430 horses, which, 
coupled to the weight reduction, would 
have moved it into SS/BA, against the 
stout 1964 aluminum-nosed Hemi cars 
and Ford Thunderbolt$. In a memo dated 
1/18/71, the program was canceled and 
then forgotten. That is, until the paperwork 
came to light and the team at Mr. Norm's 
Garage resurrected the program 40 years 
later, introducing an "updated" car that 
was never built. This "new" 1971 Dodge 
Super Stock Demon took the template 
and adopted 21st century technology 

to it, with specially-developed V-Series 
engine pieces. 

The prototype seen here, owned by 
musclecar collector Bill Sefton (one of 
the partners in Mr. Norm's Garage), is 
painted in the Grand-Spaulding Dodge 
livery as it would have appeared on the 
track in competition in the spring of 
1971. Had all gone according to plan, 
the Super Stock Demons would have 
most likely terrorized the SS/CA class, 
with the exposure generated by the 
program resulting in enhanced sales of 
Dodge Demons. 

Kraus had sold more 1968 Hemi Darts 
than any other dealer, and did not miss a 
beat when he created the GSS Demon, 
with a 340 Six Paci< in 1971 and a Paxton
blownoption in 1972. lnkeepingw~hthat 
heritage, Mr. Norm's Garage has also 
Introduced a modern day pro touring 
street version of the Super Stock Demon 
as well. In this case, other than the body 
shell, nearly every part on this vehicle 
is new school. The stinger in its tail is 
provided by a new-generation 6.1-liter 
Hemi V-8 from Chrysler's current SAT 
program, and in a nod to Mr. Norm's 

original 1971 Six Pack Demon, induction 
is provided by Imagine Injection in the 
form of a Six Pack Electronic Stack 
Injection. The trans is a modern five
speed overdrive manual box, whileAFCO 
fully adjustable coil-over suspension, 
sticky rubber from Pirelli and multi-piece 
forged wheels support all four corners, 
and more. 

So no matter what your poison, vintage 
strip or modern street, if you want the 
ultimate Demon, check out Mr. Norm's 
Garage at www.mrnormsgarage.com. 
There you'll find a 11st of local dealers 

who can help you own your own Mr. 
Norm's Mopar. Then as now, When you 
demand the fastest Mopar, Mr. Norm still 
rules as the King of High Performance. 
As our photographs clearly illustrate, 
it's obvious that Norm Kraus hasn't 
lost his Midas Touch when it comes to 
providing Mopar buffs with the ultimate 
in Pentastar performance. ■ 

SOURCE 
nm. NORM'S CRIUICt 
(727) 869-9533 
mrnormsgarage.oom 
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